
BaSYS sewer network cataster KanDATA is compatible with 
common standards and administers basic, condition and 
hydraulic data of any sewer network.
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Additional modules:

BaSYS Pipe Line Diagram

Condition evaluation according to 
ISYBAU 0196 inclusive hydraulic 
condition evaluation

Condition evaluation according to 
ISYBAU 0601

Condition evaluation according to 
ATV A149

BaSYS TVCD Player

BaSYS KanZEIT

BaSYS HydroCAD

BaSYS Pisa / Digikan

BaSYS Plan

 

The necessity of a
Sewer Network Cataster
Sewer networks are interlaced with the 
infrastructure of populated areas in va-
rious ways. Thus there is a great public 
and private interest in specific infor-
mation connected with the technical, 
operational, economic, geographical, 
environmental and legal details of se-
wer networks. Therefore the necessity 
for a concise sewer network cataster 
with secure open data storage. 

Basic Sewer Data
In KanDATA all elements of the net-
work are illustrated on a 1 to 1 basis. 
These are the reaches, manholes, 
catchment areas, drainage areas, ser-
vice pipes and connection points, inte-
rim terrain points, crossing pipe lines 
and special structures. Basic data, 
graphic information (any continuation 
stages with their respective accuracy 
class), operational, condition and hy-
draulic data are simply administered 
for each sewer element.

Libraries
In order to guarantee meaningful in-
puts faithful to guidelines, a variety 
of pick lists are available to the user. 
These are provided with the ATV and 
ISYBAU defaults; however they can 
be extended or modified. In KanDATA 
forms, input of values which do not 
correspond to the entries of the re-
spective pick lists, is prevented by a 
system generated warning.
Dependent upon standard or project 
specific boundary conditions or upon 
the client or contractor, you can acti-
vate the suitable library.

Navigation in KanDATA
In a toolbar similar to Outlook, you can 
navigate fast and concisely between 
the documents of the information 
you administer. You find the following 
groups in the toolbar:
• Basic data Data regarding technical 
details of the network elements and 
their relationship to the environment 
and adminis-trative structure.
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Reach basic data - attribute information in the sewer network cataster
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• Concise history administration for 
operation and maintenance. Admini-
stration of crossing pipe lines.

• Manhole elements and pipe sections: 
Through the network logic, manhole 
elements and pipe sections are auto-
matically assigned to the man-holes 
and reaches and/or thereby admini-
stered.

• Sewer condition: Examination data 
from the TV inspections of reaches, 
manholes and service pipes. Asso-
ciated rehabilitation data. Inspection 
data of special structures.

• Hydraulics: Administration of the 
hydraulic calculations, including their 
relevant hydraulic results. Direct 
access to HydroCAD and KanZEIT. 
Integrated interface for ISYBAU For-
mat EY.

Data Retention
KanDATA adheres to the common 
regulations and standards for data 
content. You can rely on the compre-

hensive data retention for the integra-
tion of the most diverse technical and 
cultural boundary conditions.

Document Management
Administer the documents of your 
sewer network directly over their 
elements, such as reaches and 
manholes. This can be, for example, 
detailed drawings, photos or mainte-
nance forms.

Office Connection
Data, e.g. inquiry results for a service 
connection, can be exported directly 
into Word or Excel. Thereby it is possi-
ble for you to produce form letters.

A Product with Format
KanDATA was originally written by Bar-
thauer software for a sewer network 
cataster on basis of the data exchange 
format ISYBAU („integrated IT system 
for the building industry“). The clients 
were the building administrations of the 
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Individual design of the layout

federal and state governments. Thus 
KanDATA contributed in a large extent 
to the im-plementation of a uniform 
federal standard for the exchange 
of sewer data. BaSYS KanDATA is 
available in an Edit or View version. In 
BaSYS KanDATA View, data input is 
not possible.


